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E-Mail: KarlShall@comcast.net
President: Parker A. Bailey, Jr.
E-Mail: pbaileyjr@comcast.net
Vice-President: Jacqueline Cortes
Treasurer: Richard Knierim

The Hollywood Stamp Club
meets every Tuesday from
5 to 9 PM at the Fred Lippman Multi-Purpose Center,
2030 Polk Street, Hollywood, FL 33020, Telephone: (954) 921-3404.
All Club members are encouraged to submit articles, notices, or any other
data believed notable to
our membership.

Recording Secretary: Hilda Bailey

Membership Chairman: Alan Levak
Directors: William Armstrong, , Arthur Morris, Hamlet Gayadeen, Robert
Lavoie, Jr., Stephen Ehrlich, Alan Levak, and Richard Sandler
Editor: Enrique Setaro
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MAP

Contact the Editor, by
phone (305)428-0546, via
Skype, ID: ensetaro or via
e-mail: ensetaro@gmail.com

Enrique Setaro, HSC Editor
Member No. 1622
Born in Argentina, 1941
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PHILATELIC CALENDAR.
MAR 1 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAR 8 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
MAR 15 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
MAR 22 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

MAR 29 . >>>> GO-GO AUCTION
<<<<<<<<
APR 5. . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
APR 12 . Meeting, $5 Auction, door prizes and refreshments
APR 19 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments
APR 26 . $5 Auction, door prizes, and refreshments

CLUB NEWS.


Next Go-Go Auction: May 31st



APS 2016 Philatelic Cruise. December 3 to 13 aboard Norwegian Cruise Line’s
Norwegian Sun. Sailing from Buenos Aires, Argentina, the 2016 cruise will visit
Montevideo and Puerto Madryn, Argentina, Sao Paulo, Ilha Grande, Buzios, and
Rio de Janeiro, Brazil. This cruise is scheduled during the South American Summer.



New HSC members: Milford D. Panzer 1881, Joe Pundai 1882, Carlos Solis 1883
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Postal History: NYRBA Flight Covers,

By Editor

New York, Rio, and Buenos Aires Line (NYRBA or NYRBA Air Lines)
was an airline that operated seaplane service from New York City to Rio de
Janeiro, Buenos Aires, and intermediate points on the east coast of South
America during the 1920s. It was forced to merge into its competitor, Pan
American World Airways, in 1930.
NYRBA was founded by Colonel Ralph A. O'Neill, who had been a decorated ace fighter pilot in World War I and then been a main figure in the establishment of both civil and military aviation in Mexico. He was named the exclusive agent for Boeing and Pratt &
Whitney in all of Latin America in 1927, and in his travels he conceived the idea for the airline.
O'Neill traveled to South American countries establishing stops for NYRBA, agreed designs for the company's
seaplanes with leading manufacturers, and arranged financial backing for the new company. At every turn he met
opposition from Juan Trippe, who with his associates had taken control of Pan Am. Trippe, his wealthy Yale
roommate Cornelius Vanderbilt Whitney, and their Aviation Corporation of the Americas chairman Richard
Hoyt were close to the Second Assistant Postmaster General, W. Irving Glover, the professional head of the U.S.
Post Office as the position of Postmaster General was a political sinecure. Glover refused to grant air mail contracts
to any company not controlled by Trippe's triumvirate.
O'Neill soldiered on, however, in the belief that an airline could actually support itself by carrying passengers, and
managed to obtain backing from James Rand, Jr., head of Remington Rand, and others, and NYRBA took to the
skies. Their proudest aircraft were the Consolidated Aircraft Commodore seaplanes, although they also used
the Consolidated Fleetster, and the Sikorsky S-38.
Initial Destinations.
Buenos Aires (Argentina), Havana (Cuba), Miami & New York - Idlewild International Airport - now JFK Airport (USA), Montevideo - Carrasco International
Airport (Uruguay), São Paulo - Congonhas
International Airport & Rio de Janeiro Manguinhos Airport, (Brazil), Santiago - Los
Cerrillos Airport (Chile), and Yacuíba - Yacuiba Airport, Bolivia. Later-on other destinations were added. The cover from Argentina shows the distinct cachet used in
many of the covers.
NYRBA do Brazil later-on changed its name to Panair do Brazil, that ceased
operations in 1965. During its short life NYRBA “Flying Boats” or hydroplanes used the facilities available at ports
throughout Latin America and the US. They carried mail, passengers and cargo from Latin America; US mail was
only handled by PANAM. Most of the flight covers available in the marketplace are those from Argentina and Brazil,
where NYRBA had its bases. Covers from other countries are not so easy to find and sell for steeper prices. ©
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German Postal History 1948 – After WWII, By Editor
The first mark, known as the Goldmark, was introduced in 1873. With the outbreak of World War I, the mark was
taken off the gold standard. The currency thus became known as the Papiermark,
The Papiermark was replaced by the Rentenmark (RM) from November 15, 1923, and the Reichsmark (RM) in
1924.
During the first two years of occupation the occupying powers of France, United Kingdom, United States, and
the Soviet Union were not able to successfully negotiate a possible currency reform in Germany. Due to the
strains between the Allies each zone was governed independently as regards monetary matters. The US occupation policy was governed by the directive JCS 1067 (in effect until July 1947), which forbade the US military
governor "to take any steps to strengthen German financial structure". As a consequence, a separate monetary
reform in the U.S. zone was not possible. Each of the Allies printed its own occupation currency and postage
stamps.
Allied Military Government issues (1945-47)
To replace the Reich stamp issues, the Allies printed two basic issues: the
1946 numerals from 1 pF to 1 RM, and the 1947/48 Laborers, 2 pF to 5
RM.
Currency Reform of June 1948.
The Allies met and it was decided
that the Soviet Zone and the Western Allies would do the currency and
postal reform separately, but the basically the Third Reich currency, the
Reichsmark (RM), was being replaced
by the Deutsche Mark (DM).
In the Soviet zone they would take the above AMG issues and manually
overprint them with the District Number and name. Later on they would do
a machine overprint of these two sets.
In the western zone they would do a mechanical post horn overprint of the same sets.
Both reforms started on June. In West Berlin, all the stamps
shown here were valid for postage, for a short time (eight
days) as is show by this cover.
There was then a mixed franking opportunity; a four-way
combination of unoverprinted @ 1/10th Face Value (4.5 pF),
Post horn overprint (6 pF), hand and machine overprints ( 20
and 40 pF); total postage= 70.50 pF. It is a Berlin Registered
philatelic cover but authentic. A commercial four-way cover for
this era is unknown. ©
References
The German Postal Specialist, June 2011
German Michel Specialized Catalog 2009 Part 2
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Great Britain’s Royal Philatelic Collection, By Editor
The Royal Philatelic Collection began in a small way through the enthusiasm of a young, stampcollecting prince. In 1856, the Prince of Wales (later King Edward VII) and his younger brother
Prince Alfred, Queen Victoria's second son and later Duke of Edinburgh, were given panes of
the soon to be issued new 6d stamps.
Alfred became a serious stamp collector. He put together a small collection and served as Honorary President of what is now the Royal Philatelic Society London from 1890 until his
death.Before his death in 1900, the Duke of Edinburgh sold his collection to his older brother,
who in turn gave it to his son, the Duke of York. He was already a very keen collector, and once
wrote to his philatelic adviser, J. A. Tilleard: "I wish to have the best collection & not one of the
best collections in England."
In March 1893 he was elected Honorary Life Vice-President of the Royal Philatelic Society. On his
marriage later in the year, fellow members of the Society gave him an album of postage stamps as a
wedding present. It contained nearly 1,500 contributions from over 100 of the Society's members. In
1896 the Duke of York accepted the invitation to become Executive President of the Society, a position he held until 1910 when he came to the Throne, as King George V.
He recognized rarity and made every effort to obtain the rarest stamps at the first possible opportunity. By 1904 he had acquired both the Penny and Two Pence 'Post Office' Mauritius of 1847 - the
first stamps issued by a colonial post office and probably the most prized stamps that any collector
could wish to acquire. The 1d was bought from the Earl of Kintore's collection, while the unused Two
Pence 'Post Office' Mauritius was acquired at auction in 1904 for a then-record price of £1,450.
King George V

A courtier asked the Prince if he had seen that "some damned fool had paid as much as 1400
pounds for one stamp". "Yes," came the reply. "I was that damned fool!". In 1906 he decided to
confine his collection almost entirely to the stamps of Great Britain and the Empire.
A number of official and semi-official presentations, and thirteen important items, presents from Queen Mary, helped build
up the collection, but by far the largest proportion came from his own purchases.
The Duke of York succeeded his father as King George V on 6 May 1910. As the 70th anniversary of the penny black, it was
perhaps an appropriate date for the accession of a king who became one of the most renowned philatelists of his time.
The strength of his collection lies in its completeness. Regardless of how attractive or unattractive the stamps were, King
George V never neglected a stamp issue provided that it was of good status.
He also took a great interest in stamp design. Once the stamp-sized artists' sketches, which were submitted for his approval, had been used by the printers, they were usually returned for inclusion in his collection. Today King George V's collection is housed in 328 red albums, each of around 60 pages. After the death of King George V, Edward VIII became King.
He is said to have considered selling the Royal Philatelic Collection but did not do so. Although the Collection is the personal
asset of the Sovereign, it was, and is, regarded as an heirloom to pass down.
After Edward VIII's short reign, his brother, King George VI, inherited the Collection. While he did not have George V's specialized knowledge, he did take considerable interest and the Collection continued to expand, with presented and bought
material which is now largely mounted in blue albums and boxes.During The Queen's reign a considerable volume of material has been acquired. These acquisitions are to be kept in green albums and boxes, although much has yet to be mounted. Tradition has it when King George V was in London he spent three afternoons a week with his stamp collection. He was
very rarely interrupted.
Stamps collected by King George V are mounted in red albums. Those acquired by King George VI are in blue albums
and boxes, and those by The Queen Elizabeth II in green.
Not all stamps have yet been mounted. There is probably enough material to fill another 2,000 albums or boxes.
Exhibits, Keepers and Curators
The Royal Philatelic Collection is not on general public display, since much of the Collection is fragile. However, examples
are occasionally on public display by kind permission of The Queen. Each season, the opening display at the Royal Philatelic
Society London (of which The Queen is Patron) consists of material from the Collection. This custom was started shortly
after the First World War by George V, but the meeting is only open to Fellows and Members of the Society. [Cont. Page 7]
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Selections from the Collection are also displayed at other exhibitions in the United Kingdom and at major international stamp shows. Since the 1890s, successive monarchs
have employed curators to assist with the management of the collection.
John Tilleard was the first person to manage the collection from the 1890s until his
death in 1913, with the title of "Philatelist to the King". Tilleard was followed by Edward
Denny Bacon who became "curator" of the collection from 1913 to 1938, when he died
just prior to retirement. He started to organize the collection in a comprehensive manner. Bacon was succeeded by John Wilson, then president of Royal Philatelic Society London, with the title of "keeper"
and served until 1969. He introduced the colored albums to keep intact the work of Bacon. He prepared the first loans
for exhibitions after World War II.
The last three keepers of the Royal Philatelic Collection have been John Marriott (1969–1995), Charles Wyndham Goodwyn (1995–2002), and Michael
Sefi since 1 January 2003. By 2012, six men had taken on this responsibility.

In 1952, a catalogue of the collection was published, prepared by Sir John Wilson, and edited by Clarence

Winchester. It was available in a de-luxe leath-

er-bound edition or a regular cloth-bound edition. ©

Discoveries sometimes come in especially unusual ways...

BY M.

Rogers

I’ m a huge fan of taking our inventory to stamp shows. Call it “wave the flag” or a “meet and
greet.” Whatever, it’s a fine way to make friends and introduce ourselves. Sure enough, specializing
in China and Asia means we carry a unique product line. At a show, maybe one dealer had a few
sets of China, maybe another dealer had a little Asia here or there, but hardly anyone could hold a
candle to us. Not that I was snooty about it.
Our first Los Angeles SESCAL show was at the Ambassador Hotel, now torn down. All we knew when we signed up
was we had a corner table. Upon set-up, I realized our corner pierced the aisle in front of us too closely. As I alerted the
show manager about the size of the crowds that came to my booth at other shows, he cackled that I was blowing my
own horn. I resigned myself to the inevitable. Forty five minutes into the show, the fire marshal threatened to close
SESCAL down if my situation wasn’t remedied. Quick thinking on the part of the show management—to the
consternation of the other booth holders—my booth was carried to the front of the hall, creating a “super booth” size
and placement that I retained for over twenty years!
SESCAL was the place to be. Los Angeles and environs was home to wonderful collectors. Terry Chang, Carl Kilgas,
Danny Ko, and Henry Nyi were but a few of many fine collectors there. As I made my plans to man a booth at SESCAL,
I received a treasured invitation to join Henry Nyi and family in Chinatown for a traditional meal. Afterward, Henry’s
daughter complimented me for enjoying insects, eel and monkey. Ah, I knew better than to inquire as to what I was
eating.
From 1995 to 2004, we held public auctions at SESCAL. Lots would be shown for viewing on Friday and Saturday with
the auction held on Sunday. Often folks would bring material to us, asking our opinion. In October 2002, an elderly gentleman walked up to our booth and gingerly pulled out of his folder an immensely rare stamp which I had read about
but never seen, accompanied by a 1980 Stanley Gibbons certificate. He had a used example of the 1901 British Offices
in China B.R.A. 5 cent on 1/2 cent inverted surcharge. Choosing to speak to my
Chinese employee, he showed the
stamp and certificate, asking for an evaluation.
Then I was blown away by my employee. He knew enough to open the Chan Catalogue. [Cont. page 8]
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Then he looked to the wrong line, telling the collector the catalogue value for the normal
stamp ($480) instead of the invert ($4,500). The collector looked crushed, saying that in
1980 he had spent $1,000 for it. Then he turned around and left. Three customers chased
him. I thought I would never see him again.
Quietly I said to my employee: “that B.R.A. invert is terribly rare. Perhaps only one pane of
25 exists. How could it catalogue only $480?” To which my guy starts yelling that the stamp
“was on eBay all the time.” Knowing that nothing would be accomplished talking to a closed mind, I walked away. I assume my guy
glanced at the B.R.A. stamp, concluding it to be the normal. Had he
listened to the collector or viewed the certificate, he would have
been as excited as me.
Instead, he entertained only the first thought that occurred to him.
Working a show booth can be mentally draining, but he had several
clues along the way that he was in error.
Chinese postage stamp overprinted by the British Railway
Administration (B.R.A.). China
Expeditionary Force FPO No.
20 (Peking - Tangku TPO).
1901, BRA, 5c on 1/2 c brown
with black surcharge. Issued
I introduced myself saying, in all my years experience, I had never seen it, meaning it was for the railway travelling post
pretty rare. Put it in my auction and I’ll give you a $2,500 reserve. He was unwilling, saying office.
he would rather take my employee’s opinion for fact. I said do it my way and there’s no risk.
He got testy and said some impolite things. I said, “OK, plan B, what do you want for it?” So
he offers me the stamp for a thousand dollars and I’m thinking to myself “this is crazy, why not go with the $2,500 guarantee, and then if it doesn’t sell at auction...but the guy’s mind was made up, like a rock.
So I excused myself, reaching for a bill of sale, and paid him.
Sunday: My job at a show auction is tending to the back rows. The
retail booth is open so I pay attention to both. As luck would have
it, the same elderly gent was sitting alone in one of the back rows,
CHINA 1901 BRA INVERT watching the Sunday auction, so I sat next to him. I said that my
thinking was he probably sold his B.R.A. invert given those guys
were running after him when he left my auction booth. No, he said, he was so disappointed,
he put the stamp back in his folder. Still had it.

When I arrived home, I reached for the phone, and told the story of the acquisition of the B.R.A. invert to someone I had
been selling China to for many years. He is the kind of guy that enjoys a good story. I had spent some time researching the
stamp, trying to figure out an appropriate price. Auction sets a price but I knew this collector would enjoy the stamp without
fighting for it. My company finally sold this example of the B.R.A. invert at auction where it achieved $7,250. When I was but
a teenager, my grandmother gave me some advice. She said that people get along swell so long as they are reasonable and
keep their minds open. ©
Editor’s Note: “BRA Invert” Stamp sold at Interasia Auction for HK$= 10,900, or $1,405 US CY

MICHEL CATALOGUE “VALUABLE STAMPS OF THE WORLD” [ENGLISH AND GERMAN], 2012/2013 , By
Editor

MICHEL Valuable Stamps Catalogue Edition 2012/2013 - English / German --Content about 1280 pages, about 13,000 pictures, 200,000 prices with pictures and price quotations MICHEL world first. What are the top stamps from
around the world? The answer to this question can be found in this catalog.
The most valuable stamps in the world from about 30 MICHEL Catalogs in one
volume. About 10,000 stamps with quotations from 200 EUROs or more, per
set. With pictures and detailed description. Approx. 1500 Rarities with international auction results year, transfer value tables for all areas from 1840 to today. Descriptions partly in English.
In Germany sells for 30 EUROs plus shipping. Amazon sells it for $98.89 US
CY, including shipment from Germany. SUBWAY has Item RMIC81
(that could be 2010 Edition) at a Price of $50.00 US CY., plus shipment. ©
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